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“BRUHHH”

Hello friends, I hope this issue of The 
Bullsheet finds you sane, satisfied, 
and most importantly, stimulated ;). 
Attached is a picture of the arm be-
longing to my dear friend Claire (who 
just happens to be all of those things, 
except for sane and satisfied). She 
attends UW-Madison, but our routine 
FaceTime calls make her feel like 
a real Denison student with remote 
learning and such. Out of boredom 
and a craving for a creative outlet 
(let’s be real tho, attention was prob-
ably the driving force). Regardless of 
motive, sweet sweet Claire decided 
to give herself a tattoo during her 
time of social distancing and isolation 
(“bruhhh” is the caption from her in-
stagram story; it is not the new tattoo 
she gave herself). The bottom, intact 
star is from 2018. Some may look at 
this creative decision as a bad thing, 
but she received the text attached 
(from a guy whom she does not love 
back) to the left shortly after posting 
the photo above. There you have it, 
folks. My advice to you during this 
time is to look at silver linings? Idk 
but also to *not* turn to the needle. 
At least you don’t have a f*cked up 
star on your arm... forever... RIP.

-Charlie Schweiger, Junior Editor, featuring 
Claire McKinstry, Junior at UW-Madison
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I BOUGHT A MATCHING ~SWEATSUIT~ AND IT CHANGED 
MY LIFE I THINK

 It’s 2020, so maybe you’ve heard of the brand Outdoor Voices, or maybe 
you haven’t. It’s kind of like lululemon, but less problematic and less corporate 
America-esque (at least that’s the vibe that I get, so I could be very wrong don’t 
@ me). Since quarantine began and social distancing has been implemented 
by most, I have worked out maybe twice but honestly that’s generous. How-
ever, I recently discovered a life hack: I like to trick myself into thinking that 
I have worked out by wearing workout sets as I do absolutely nothing around 
my house! My favorite set that I have worn to date is the Outdoor Voices Nim-
bus Cotton hoodie & shorts combo. This material is heavenly- thick but not to a 
point that could lead to instant overheating, soft but not the unnatural, brand new 
sweatshirt kind that’ll lose its softness after one (1) cold wash cycle and a quar-
ter of a trip through the dryer. It’s the perfect material for a sweatsuit, though I 
am no expert (OV if u read this pls sponsor meeee). I chose the color “Scout,” 
which is a bright, darker than sky blue (pictured below). This color is pleasant. 
It reminds me of the robin’s eggs that I can’t find because I am following the 
stay at home orders ;) or the color of the sky during a perfect spring day that I 
can’t enjoy to the fullest because of the same reason. F*ck, man just let me out! 
Anyway, I have another set coming in the color “Apple,” which is just a basic 
red. I feel protected and weirdly empowered when I wear these and its honestly 
evoked the closest thing to serotonin I have experienced since like December (I 
am aware quarantine started in March). Anyway, I would recommend if you’re 
looking for a fun quarantine outfit or just want a new comfy pair of sweats that 
Karl Marx himself would maybe, possibly approve of. At least more than if you 
were to go back to L*l*lemon for some leggings that half the campus wore to 
class on a daily basis before remote learning. BUT I am solely here to tell you, 
the beloved reader, that I love the Nimbus Cotton set, and I hope you do too! :*

P.S. This stupid picture does 
not do the IRL color justice !!!

-Charlie Schweiger, Junior Editor and 
CEO of doing literally nothing 
while wearing workout apparel


